
Best for Après Ski
• Le Petit Chamois - Highly recommended 

if you fancy a beer after a long day’s ski.     

• Le Cuban Café - As the name suggests, 
offers a Latin American atmosphere.

• Le Crocodile - Probably the most popular 
bar in town. It serves many different 
flavoured rums – the house speciality 
being basil – and is open until the early 
hours of the morning.

• Snowball Bar -  If dancing is your main 
priority, then you should try ‘Bowling’ at 
Snowball Bar which is extremely popular 
with the younger crowd.

Isola 2000 is a great choice for a long weekend: short transfers and 
snow-sure skiing with easy access to varied slopes that reach over 
2,600m. The resort itself is at 2,000m with 120km of mostly intermediate 
slopes, both above and below the tree line. There’s also plenty to 
amuse advanced skiers, alongside one of the best village nursery 
slopes we have ever come across. If you want to explore further afield, 
the smaller area of Auron is just a half-hour drive away. Here there is 
a further 135km of piste (covered by the same lift pass), 21 lifts and 42 
pistes to enjoy. 

Recommended 
Restaurants
• The Cow Club - Located on the nursery 

slope. Serves great food in the evening 
and very popular at lunchtime.               

• La Vallette - Very popular with the 
children; they have a donkey living in the 
stable just below the restaurant. Book  
well in advance. 

• L’Ourson - Serves a large selection of 
local cuisine, including ‘escargots’  and 
tartiflette for a very decent price.                       

• Le Grille - Renowned for its friendly staff 
and ‘nothing is too much effort’ service. If 
you are after a steak then this is the place 
for you. Be sure to try the ever-popular 
house specialty, steak Rossini.                 

Top Runs
• Isola 2000 is a fantastic place to learn to ski. With hardly any crowds and 

no rush hour at the end of the day, beginners will quickly be able to gain 
confidence in their skiing. 

• The Pévelos area has a great selection of blues, perfect for cruising. 

• Take the chairlift from the centre of resort to Levant. This is a great area 
for intermediates, especially the area below Col de la Lombarde. 

• For the more advanced or those just wishing to push themselves a bit 
harder, ski over to St. Sauveur where you will find a selection of reds as 
well as a black.
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